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Abstract: The main goal behind this review article is to explain the utilization of Nano-science in sensing 
application area. Introducing essential aspects regarding nanotechnology together with the explanation 
and the categorization of nano-structures, and highlighting the opportunity to improve sensor devices 
performance using nanotechnology are explained. This review, similarly, highlights the usage of a 
nanowire as fragment of a sensor by means of the configuration of the field-effect transistor. Quantum-
dots and their usage in ocular sensing, essentially in the field of nano-medicine, are well-thought-out in 
this review article also. The latter part in this study is revolved on the merits-demerits and present 
limitation of nano-sensors. 
Keywords: Nanotechnology, Nano-Sensors, Nanowires, Quantum-Dots, Ocular Sensing 
1. Introduction 
 
Nanotechnology is a multidisciplinary area, where chemistry, physics, biology and mathematics 
links with the intention of offering additional evidence about techniques of preparation and 
management with such objects (Management Association, 2014). Moreover, nanotechnology 
investigates the particles with distinctive sizes of 1-100 nm given those nanostructures with 
innovative features and performance. Thus, the key emphasis in this review article is the explanation 
of some categories of the nanostructures, containing the procedure of construction and typical 
properties, accompanied by the purpose to present its use in practice as a nano-sensor (Murty, 
Shankar, Raj, Rath, & Murday, 2013). 
 
Scientific historians point back the beginnings of nano-science in addition to tools to 1959, the year 
which Feynman, a quantum scientist as well as one of the 20th century’s utmost physicist, presented 
a talk to the American-Physical-Society under the title ―There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom‖. 
Feynman was captivated through the idea of climbing, and in this talking, he visualized that a 
particular infinitesimal of data might be kept in a nano-space, precisely a 125-atom gathering, a 
remarkably brave expectation at that period. By that scales of shrinking, Feynman expected that the 
entire books in the olden times of the world can be kept inside a dice ~0.2 mm on a sideward. 
Feynman’s mastermind was not this, nevertheless his understanding that ―all stuffs do not basically 
scales depressed in quantity,‖ an argument that is deliberated before is nowadays deliberated the 
promise of nano-science. What Feynman was expecting was that as an individual climbed stuffs 
down into the nanometer scales, things would act in a different way, and that this might be set into an 
improvement (Hochella, 2002). 
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It can be understood that, nano-particles, nano-wires, nano-tubes, and thin films are patterns of nano-
structure, altogether containing new characteristics including electrical, optical, chemical, and 
mechanical properties. The difference of stated characteristics among nanoscale and macro-scale 
configurations is predominantly depends on the influence of quantum confinement of electrons in 
one or additional locative dimensions (Roduner, 2006). Even though, the word ―nanotechnology‖ has 
been invented rather in recent times, the presence of nanostructures on the earth is the same as life 
itself (Bhushan, 2017a). For instance, antique glassmakers who utilized metallic nanoparticles to 
make glass given that excessive diversities of attractive colors as the dissimilar size and form of gold 
nanoparticles display diverse colors (Poole Jr & Owens, 2003). As a matter of fact, our body collects 
and treats information from outside with the intention of reacting, communicating, keeping the body 
innocuous, hale and hearty. Lots of this knowledge originates from five sensual body parts, i.e. eyes, 
tongue, nose, ears, and skin. Particular tissues and cells inside these body parts collect fresh stimuli-
responsive and interpret them into indications so that the nervous organism can utilize them 
(Roberts, 2016). A sense, in general, is a system that involves a set of sensual cell varieties that 
reacts with a particular bodily event. Then agrees with a specific set of areas inside the brain where 
the indications are sustained and assumed (Craig, 2002). 
 
Nanotechnology allows you to develop the device that makes sense, to be smaller in the nanoscale. 
Thus, that nanoscale has always been important (Aricò, Bruce, Scrosati, Tarascon, & Van 
Schalkwijk, 2005). One can build some machine in the globe to see the smallest particles which help 
us to understand the universe which we live on.  Therefore, scientists, in general, need a big idea to 
think about the smallest things (Ratner & Ratner, 2003). The technology that we use such as mobile, 
computer, etc. will be convenient with introducing the nanoscale (Allhoff, Lin, Moor, & Weckert, 
2010). Nanoparticle and nanomaterials, on the other hand, provide new properties with different 
behavior in the microscopic level. In addition, one needs the fundamental scientific background to 
understand the sensors. A sensor is a tool that identifies and replies to certain kind of input from the 
physical neighborhoods. The explicit input might be light, heat, movement, humidity, pressure, or 
any other unlimited number of the ecological events. The yield is usually an indicator that can be 
adapted to human as a form of logical sign that can be transferred automatically over a web for 
interpretation or additional treating (Lim, 2016). 
 
Nanostructures, for instance nano-wires and nano-crystals, provide novel and occasionally 
exceptional chances in this ironic and multidisciplinary field of sensor science. The dimensions of 
these nano-structures are analogous to the dimensions of organic and chemical sorts being detected. 
Therefore, it can be automatically characterized as outstanding main convertors for creating signs 
that eventually crossing point with macroscopic devices. Mineral nano-wires and nano-crystals 
display exclusive optical and electrical characteristics that can be utilized for sensing (Patolsky & 
Lieber, 2005). Nano-sensors are remarkably tiny tools that are able to sensing and reacting to bodily 
stimuli with sizes on the order of 10-9 meter. Nano-sensors, also, categorized roughly into three 
different classes (Harik & Salas, 2013): 
 
i. Nano-structured materials  
ii. Nano-particles / Nano-probes  
iii. Nano-devices / Nano-systems 
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Despite the short history of nanotechnology, the development made in this zone is extraordinary and 
Nano-sensors find request in countless industries. Those visions, along with challenges were brought 
us to the objective of this study which is providing the theoretical outline of both nano-structures and 
nano-sensors. This can be used as a starting review for anyone interested in this up to date 
technology. 
 
The study will be distributed in to five parts. The first part will cover the introduction to 
nanotechnology and sensor technology, where the elementary definition, principles, and 
considerations will be described. Then the study will focus on two precise nanostructures, i.e. 
Nanowires and quantum dots in a separated section. The final section covers the certain use of a 
nanowire and a quantum dot as a tool for sensor enhancement. 
 
2. Sensor Fundamentals 
In this section the authors will present sensor with parameter for characteristics their performance 
which is so important and essential. Thus, defining a sensor is the starting point in this review article. 
Sensor, in general, is a device that provides detect or changing the environment and sending 
information to the electronics. For instant, sensor, originally, uses for electronic devices but through 
processing can be used for light detecting or in devices that transmits power from one system to 
another. Fraden developed the definition but it’s more powerful and comprehended. He stated that ―a 
sensor is a tool that collects a warning sign or impetus and replies within an electrical warning sign, 
although, a transducer is a tool that convert to one form of energy to a different form‖ (Fraden, 
2015). Another property of transducer is a sensitive part of sensor that detects the signal. On the 
other hand, sensor is a system that concludes some constituent which become function of sensor 
significantly, as well as transistor, an amplifier, an AD converter (Vetelino & Reghu, 2017). 
 
2.1 Parameters  
The outline of each sort of sensor is one of the requirements that depend on its application and 
consumption. In this section, the most important part, i.e. characterizing parameters for sensor and 
their explanation will be deliberated. An accurate association of the contribution and output signal, 
depicted as a graph that adopt sensing element demand in several cases. As Fraden stated before, the 
details of this relationship, is called transfer function, and could absolutely describe the detector 
characteristics (Fraden, 2015). The General demand on a sensor is the high sensitivity properties. 
This can be described due to the extent of modification in a sensor’s output whilst the measured 
quantity always fluctuates. Other important parameter, known as dynamic variety, represents vary 
among the minimum and the detected part. Fraden notes that intolerably values measured out of 
doors in this variety. The ability of a detector to act effectively, related with target analytes and reject 
of interference of materials selectivity. This option is much desired within the case of biosensors 
(Barzinjy, Ismael, Hamad, Hamad, & Ameen, 2017), and eventually because the resolution of 
sensors is involved. Thus, it can be described as ―the smallest dependable measuring that a system 
could build‖ (Fraden, 2015).  
 
2.2 Nanosensors 
Sensor technology, in addition to the alternative technological fields, is right now underneath the 
effect of the traits in nanotechnology, which guarantees a new improved design of sensors 
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(Mundargi, Babu, Rangaswamy, Patel, & Aminabhavi, 2008). Nanosensors are sensing devices that 
are sensible to things from one to one hundred nm. Nevertheless, nanosensors is a tool that is better 
by nanomaterials and is, for instance, able to observe the analyte of a nanoscale measurement 
(Patolsky & Lieber, 2005). There is no doubt about that, the employment of nanotechnology offers 
advantages in terms of more sensitivity and selectivity, as well as a smaller size linked with decrease 
weight and lesser power necessities (Ismail, Barzinjy, & Jabbar, 2017). 
 
As a matter of fact, sensor technology has nanosensor for promising device in the future (Lieber, 
2003). Nanosensor can also enable to fulfill some objective of sensing element research and 
development. Van Zee et al. (2009) emphasizes the subsequent objectives: targeted transducers, 
multiplexing, and multi-parameter transducers. The decision for centered transducers lies within the 
trouble of a complicated surroundings containing various sorts of molecules. As Van Zee et al. 
(2009) proposes, nanotechnology can give power to targeted transducers by selection goals and 
measure the exact analytes over totally different levels of concentration in multi-element 
environment. Furthermore, nanotechnology could carry the capability to simultaneously detect 
several analytes, for example toxic chemical substances. This capability is known as multiplexing 
and as Van Zee et al.  (2009) explains, ―A sensor should comprise a couple of nanoparticle species, 
each able to goal a particular molecule.‖ in the end, multi-parameter transducers could offer a 
dimension of numerous parameters, i.e. physical, chemical, or organic houses, consequently supply 
better differentiation of the target analytes. 
 
The software of nanostructures and their novel properties is specifically favorable at some distance 
as biosensors are concerned. The biosensors, used for molecules detection and monitoring, include 
―transduction of some favored chemical or physical impact (e.g., the presence of a cancer marker 
protein) into some effortlessly detectable sign (e.g., a trade in electric conduction, an alternate in 
optical properties)‖ (Natelson, 2015). The capability to locate a sign is incredible important since it is 
placed on the specificity of the sensor, or the capability to apprehend the source of the signal. 
Biosensors, in general, are very beneficial tool for diagnosing in medical treatment sensing 
(Bohunicky & Mousa, 2011). 
 
Natelson primarily highlights examples of biosensors with hired nanotechnology. The first one, and 
in keeping with Natelson the maximum used, is a Nano electronics sensing method. It’s far based 
totally at the adjustments of conductance because of a change of chemical belongings (Natelson, 
2015). Possible implementation is via AET (area effect transistor) format, the usage of a 
semiconductor nanowire or a carbon nanotube as a conductive channel (Dayeh et al., 2007). The 
second is a nanophotonic sensing approach, which takes benefit from unique optical characteristics 
of quantum-dots (0D nanostructure) together with the use of a be concerned FRET (Förster resonant 
energy transfer) phenomenon (Chen, Liu, Zhang, Hu, & Fang, 2016).  
 
3. Nanowire-based Sensors  
As it has been stated previously, nanostructures display novel characteristics as a result of their tiny 
dimension, consequently, the primary a part of this section is devoted to an outline of such 
parameters alongside the fabrication system of a particular nanostructure, in this case a nanowire, 
abbreviated as NW, the second part of this section offers information regarding using the nanowire 
in sensing applications and the explanation of all kind of occupation. 
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3.1 Properties and Fabrication of Nanowires  
3.1.1 Properties  
There are numerous sorts of NWs available and they are able to have distinctive properties relying 
on the substance used for the fabrication. Islam (2014) notes that nanowires can be metal based (for 
instance Pt), semiconductor based (e.g. Si), and insulator based (for example SiO2), and therefore 
finding out possible applications in numerous fields. Inside the initial section, the author depicted the 
class about nanostructures reliable for extend from claiming measurements out of entryways of the 
nanometer scale. Nanowires have the breadth at those nanometer scales and the span at macro-scale, 
which makes them instance from claiming one-dimensional type of materials (Lieber, 2011). 
Nanowires possess an astonishing part ratio, i.e. Period-to-width ratio, Concerning illustration is 
needed as a breadth from claiming best portion in nanometers. Furthermore the length can be 
achieved through an extent that is about micrometers (e.g. Breadth of mankind's hair), that's the span 
seen considerably for the exposed eye. The excessive aspect ratio is likewise followed by high 
surface-to-quantity ratio, through a ways that gives maximum promising quality for sensors 
software. This is also reinforced by Dresselhaus et al. (2003) who explains that the complete surface 
may be used to detect the unique molecule. The detection might create a sign, which transmits along 
the wire. Furthermore, Dresselhaus et al. (2003) considers that the macroscopic length of NW 
connecting a nanoscale tool with a macroscopic tool.  
 
3.1.2 Fabrication  
The fabrication of nanostructures in general may be divided into two processes: a bottom-up and a 
top-down technique. Despite the fact that in the bottom-up procedure, atoms and molecules are 
manipulated as a crucial element to create a bigger shape. While, the top-down approach uses an 
opposite method that is basically depend on reducing materials into the favored form with the use of 
externally managed tools. Both techniques consist of numerous strategies, but when considering 
synthesis of nanowires, the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) approach and the templating approach are 
typically employed (Fraser, Dougill, Mabee, Reed, & McAlpine, 2006). The VLS method, as an 
instant of the bottom-up approach, is widely used to fabricate semiconductor nanowires and is 
similarly explained by Bhushan (2017b) as well as by Dan et al. (2008). A representing diagram of 




Figure 1: Sketch of Si NW growing by means of the VLS method (Bhushan, 2017b). 
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The mechanism is based totally on thermal evaporation, when source fabric is heated till the 
evaporation manner is reached. Then, the vapor is delivered to the substrate, after that with the help 
of catalysts the nanowire growth occurs. Both Bhushan (2017b) and Dan et al. (2008) used a gold 
particle as a steel catalyst, and an oxide, or a supplied alternatively, as a non-metal catalyst. Both 
kind of catalyst reacts with vapor and varieties a liquid droplet on the substrate. This location on the 
substrate becomes ―the nucleation site‖ as soon as the droplet is supersaturated, i.e. containing 
greater dissolved solute than is usually possible beneath given prerequisites of temperature and 
stress. The nucleation sites, as explained by Bhushan, are placed in the place that stabilized 
nanowires and generated via precipitating the source material. Dan et al. (2008) further provides that 
as length of the catalyst increased, the growing NW positioned on the tip also increased. Later, the 
remained liquid in the system of developing continues, thus the size of nanowire can be controlled 
(Dan et al., 2008). To briefly describe the 2nd method for nanowire fabrication, the authors will 
additionally proceed from the description provided via both Bhushan and Dan et al. The templating 
method is based, as implies, on the utilization of the template with nonporous of a cylindrical shape. 
In order to obtain produced nanowires, the template is dissolved. Both authors introduce an anodic 
aluminum oxide membrane as the most relevant template for steel and semiconductor nanowires 
(Poinern, Ali, & Fawcett, 2011). 
 
3.2 Nanowires in Sensing Applications 
As a matter of fact, sensors notice number of purposes in our life. One of these purposes is the 
detection of illnesses and chemical molecules. Yet, commonly used sensors are not sensitive enough 
to detect small attention of molecules. Several researches in the subject of sensor science with the 
connection to nanotechnology paid more attentions until the found many enhancements in this area. 
Bhushan expects that sensor should be smaller, more sensitive, demand much less power, and react 
faster, with the assist of nanotechnology. In this section, the software of semiconductor and metal-
oxide nanowires as field-effect sensors will be described (Bhushan, 2017b). 
 
3.2.1 Nanowire Field-Effect Sensors  
The principle of the nanowires in utility as a subject-effect sensor is simply described by Chen and 
his friends however, most effective silicon nanowires are taken into consideration. As Chen, Li and 
Chen (2011) explain, a detection when using the sector-impact transistor (FET) includes 3electrodes, 
such as source, drain electrodes, which can be linked through a conductor channel, and the 0.33 one, 
a gate electrode regulating the conductance of the channel. Semiconductor nanowires, made of from 
silicon, function a conductor channel in order the sensing mechanism is possible. The schematic 
drawing of the nanowire FET sensor is displayed in Figure 2, where either the nanowire like a person 
station (a) or the network of nanowires (b) serves for energetic detection. 
 
 
Figure 2: Representation diagram of the nanowire FET sensor (Feng, Shao, Shi, & Wan, 2014). 
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Feng et al. (2014) also, clarifies the operation of sensors that are based totally on the alternate within 
the FET parameters upon detecting the goal analytes. Semiconductors, in general, are of two classes 
relying on the charge companies: n-species (electrons) and p-species (holes). Therefore, the 
alteration of FET parameters is likewise depending on the class of semiconductor, which Chen et al. 
(2011) carefully described them and shows them in his evaluation. Considering the p-species 
channel, when the analytes has a positive charge is detected, the conductivity decreases due to 
depletion of carriers within the nanowire (Chen et al., 2011). Analogously, the detection of the 
positively charged analytes effects in boom of the conductivity and vice versa in the case of the n-
species channel. Normally, besides the surface change of the nanowires is required to be able to 
enhance reactivity. Surface coatings or a nanowire with an attached antibody are examples of such 
amendment. Then, the interaction between the antibody and the analyte determines the significance 
of the alternate, as Chen et al. stated also (2011). A research of biomolecules detection through using 
nanowires were modified by using an attached antibody changed this has been stated by Bhushan, 
(2017b) and Chen et al., (2011). The Si nanowire FET sensor with PNA change is delivered as a 
promising device for clinical diagnostic, consisting of early cancer detection or other issues. 
 
Apart from the above-stated applications, nanowire FET sensors are also used for fuel detection 
using n-species metallic-oxide nanowires (SnO3, ZnO). The principle of sensing, as defined by Feng 
et al. (2014) is similar to the preceding case, i.e. the interaction among the gas molecule and the 
channel will bring about alternate of the FET parameters. One of the modified parameters is the 
provider awareness that is depending on the surrounding environment and reacts otherwise in 
oxidizing and reducing gases. Feng et al. stated that the oxidizing gas environment consequences in 
immobilization of free electrons accordingly main to conductivity decrease, and vice versa for the 
lowering gas environment. Collectively with this alteration, the concentration of carriers may be 
similarly tuned by using the gate voltage thus improving the sensitivity. Thus,  for the reason that the 
sensible application is concerned, Feng et al. (2014) introduces that similarly change of the SnO2 
nanowire, particularly with a coat of palladium nanoparticles, makes the channel fairly touchy to 
hydrogen (H2), flammable and explosive gas. 
 
Similarly, Patolsky et al. (2006) presents further applications, specifically in medicine. In his study, 
he considers the use of a nanowire-primarily based sensor as a tool for drug discovery, for the reason 
that unique binding of organic molecules to proteins is the key for the invention of new 
pharmaceuticals. Patolsky et al. (2006) additionally mentioned the capability of nanosensors to come 
across an unmarried virus with the aid of connected unique antibody of the nanowire. Research 
confirmed that even a single virus produces a change in conductance when it binds to the receptor – 
antibody, hence making the electric detection of a single-particle viable. Very advanced software is 
composed in integrating nanowire sensors into arrays, where diverse sensor devices make use of the 
change of attaching unique antibody receptors, which binds with distinctive viruses. In that manner, 
as Patolsky et al. (2006) indicates, selective multiplexed detection can be feasible with a promising 
utility in scientific diagnostic in addition to in defense. 
 
4. Quantum Dots  
In this section the authors describe quantum dots as a promising nanostructure in sensing technology, 
more closely in the field of Nano diagnostics as part of nanomedicine (Konstantatos & Sargent, 
2010). Nanotechnology-enabled diagnostics plays a vital function in nanomedicines where it offers 
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quicker detection of pathogenic techniques therefore assisting with the combat against many critical 
sicknesses (Alonso, 2004). Quantum dots are particularly attractive when the optical detection is 
taken under consideration considering the fact that photoluminescence is one of the maximum 
essential optical properties of quantum dots. Furthermore, the possibility to persuade the mild 
absorption and emission characteristics together with different specific properties lead them to 
appropriate for substituting the organic dyes that are presently utilized in bio sensing (Salata, 2004). 
Successively, the definition and most important properties of quantum dots in addition to strategies 
to the synthesis will be provided within the following sections, concluding with the final section 
where the viable software of quantum dots as a tool for Nano diagnostics may be defined. 
 
4.1 Quantum Dots Properties 
Quantum-dots are one billionth of a meter sized minerals self-possessed of as much as thousands of 
atoms of semiconducting material, but only up to 100 of free electrons (FOJTÍK, 2014). The QDs 
constitute zero-dimensional (0D) shape with the typical size range between 2–20 nm (Kim et al., 
2004), but, different authors state the range of the scale underneath 10 nm, for instance FOJTÍK 
(2014).  
 
Despite the fact that, the dimension itself is not efficient for determining whether the machine is a 
quantum dot or not, Drbohlavova et al. (2009) explains that the system can be decided as a quantum 
dot on the idea of the assessment of the nanoparticle radius and Bohr radius of electron. When the 
range of a nanoparticle is lesser than Bohr-radius of electron, the impact of quantum confinement 
happens and accordingly the device is called quantum dot. However, the Bohr radius varies in 
keeping with the used material, which confirms that, now not the dimensions itself, but also the 
fabric is a critical factor when relating to QDs. The quantum confinement effect become, in 
widespread, described inside the previous studies, yet it's far well worth citing the houses which stem 
from this effect (Pejova & Grozdanov, 2005). Honeychurch (2014) points out that due to the 
confinement of rate companies in all three dimensions, as within the case of QDs, the power states 
and therefore the band gap energies are size-established, i.e. with the growing length the band gap 
electricity decreases. Bohr radius is a distance between the center of a nuclide and the electron in an 
atom at its minimum energy (Bushong, 2013).  
 
As some distance as a structure of QDs is worried, Cao et al. emphasizes the significance of 
distinguishing between nanocrystals made from single fabric, e.g. a gold nanoparticle, and QDs 
crafted from extraordinary materials (Cao, Ye, & Liu, 2011).  
 
Despite the fact that QDs composed only of a semiconducting core exist, along with cadmium 
selenide (CdSe) and cadmium sulphide (CdS), they're commonly no longer utilized in practice. 
Consequently, in the core/shell enterprise, the poisonous center is enclosed in a riskless shell made of 
different semiconductors in mixtures like CdS/ZnS, CdSe/ZnS (Honeychurch, 2014), where the zinc 
sulphide (ZnS) represents cloth used for the shell as displayed in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Sketch of CdSe core and core-shell configuration of CdSe/ZnS quantum dot 
 
In this example (Figure 3), the shell can serve to reduce the toxicity of the middle, it is able to make 
the binding of ligands possible, or fairly enhance the optical properties, which will be moreover 
described within the following sections. Ligand is a molecule that binds to every other (generally 
larger) molecule (Barzinjy, 2017). 
 
4.1.1 Optical Properties  
As already stated inside the introductory a part of this section, the QDs have attracted great interest 
especially their specific optical properties. When a QD is radiated through UV or visible light, the 
excitation of electrons happens, i.e. the electron is content into a transmission group sendoff a hole 
within the valence band producing an electron-hole couple termed an exciton. After a positive 
quantity of time, the recombination of the electron with a hole seems upon which the electron emits 
electricity inside the shape of light, which is called fluorescence(Honeychurch, 2014). In general, 
when evaluating QDs with normally used natural dyes, for example fluorophore, QDs have ―huge 
absorption spectra, very slender emission spectra, long fluorescence lifetime, and high stability 
against photo bleaching‖, as Drbohlavova et al. (2009) summarized.  
 
A distinguished assets caused by a quantum confinement impact is the tunable and length-dependent 
light-emission resulting from the dependency of the band-gap energy on size. Since the band-gap 
energy equals to the electricity emitted for the duration of electron-hole recombination, additionally 
the mild emission color varies as a feature of length (Narlikar & Fu, 2010). Therefore, it is not 
manageable for some used materials however the scale of the middle determines the light emission 
coloration as illustrated in Figures 4 in which the dependence on the chemical composition, as well 
as on the size. Moreover, the lowest part of Figure 4 suggests the relevant length of a particle 
through lengths from 2.1 nm to 7.5 nm, from left to right (Torchynska & Vorobiev, 2011).  
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Figure 4: Dependency of the light radiation color on the size of the CdSe quantum dot 
 
By adjusting those parameters, the light emitted by way of the QD may be adjusted ranging starting 
―the UV, during the seen, and into the IR area (four hundred–4000 nm)‖(Narlikar & Fu, 2010). The 
possibility to tune those properties permits us to pick out that emission wavelength that is appropriate 
for the given experimental conditions.  
 
The specific optical properties of QDs are complemented with broader absorption spectra, i.e. they're 
greater green absorbers. It is stated with the aid of (Narlikar & Fu, 2010) that QDs absorb light 10–
50 times faster than organic dyes ensuing in better brightness of QDs, which permits greater touchy 
detection. (Drbohlavova et al., 2009) also upload the opportunity of excitation of various QDs by 
means of simply one light source, e.g. a UV lamp, consequently lowering the value of detection as 
the other resources of light are not needed.  
 
However, Honeychurch (2014) also warns in opposition to the possible ―traps‖ which are due to 
structural defects of QDs and which might not permit the electron-hole recombination and thus 
stopping the incidence of continuous fluorescence. The surface passivation within the shape of the 
shell crafted from the other semiconducting material with wider band gaps is used in order to 
minimize the defects and enhance the photo stability. Regardless the shell, usually, the size and the 
cloth of the core determine the wavelength of emission. 
 
4.1.2 QDs Synthesis 
Several methods of QDs synthesis are introduced; however, all of them search for a best compromise 
between high photoluminescence and simple preparation at the side of the likelihood of QDs to be 
employed in biological application. Therefore, the synthesized QDs, so as to be used for biological 
detection, ought to be stable, soluble and, most significantly, non-toxic. These options are often 
adjusted throughout a synthesis method, which is, in general, divided into 2 approaches: bottom-up 
and top-down, whereas every approach includes many strategies. As so much as QDs area unit 
involved, there unit area essentially 3 strategies of synthesis that unit area deeply mentioned by 
(Drbohlavova et al., 2009), particularly the lithography-based technique, epitaxial growth, and 
preparation of QDs via mixture chemistry.  
 
As for the lithography-based strategies, the synthesized QDs exhibit a poor quality of optical 
properties, thus they're not appropriate for optical detection. Moreover, these strategies area unit 
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thought of as costly and long processes. 
 
Epitaxial growth techniques, on the opposite hand, provide numerous benefits over lithography-
based strategies, for instance the likelihood of dominant properties. Since epitaxial growth is ―a 
method throughout that a crystal is created on an underlying crystalline surface because the results of 
deposition of latest material onto that surface‖ (Narlikar & Fu, 2010) additionally the ensuing 
position are often controlled. Using this method, the self-assembling arrays of QDs within the shapes 
of islands area unit fashioned. Drbohlavova et al. (2009) highlight the applying of such synthesized 
QDs in the main within the field of optoelectronics; however, they additionally mentions a potential 
future application of such QDs in bio-sensing. The most promising feature is seen within the chance 
to rearrange a detector in this means that every QD would emit completely different wavelength, 
therefore sanctionative synchronous detection of distinct analytic. Drbohlavova et al. (2009) also 
reported that mixture QDs within the form of a sphere area unit most well-liked in biological 
application, although using mixture chemistry, each hydrophilic and hydrophobic QDs are often 
synthesized, and also each strategies involve the mix of gilded (for hydrophilic) or organometallic 
(for hydrophobic) precursor with chalcogen precursor because of the essential components. In each 
strategies, the stabilization substance is additional so as to forestall particle aggregation moreover on 
guarantee stability even in high temperatures, as a result of the corresponding resolution is heated to 
a particular temperature for many hours, however, the degree of Celsius differs. It is additionally 
value mentioning that the temperature throughout synthesis is one amongst the factors decisive the 
ensuing photoluminescence properties. 
 
Drbohlavova et al. (2009) also explains that in the synthesis of hydrophilic QDs the answer is heated 
to 100°C. The most distinguished options of QDs synthesized with this methodology are water-
solubility and low toxicity, however also a comparatively cheap method is favorable, however, and 
the intensity of photoluminescence is very low with the quantum yields of half-hour. On the 
contrary, within the case of the hydrophobic QDs, wherever the answer is heat to 300°C, higher 
photoluminescence with quantum yield. However, the quality in water would prohibit the biological 
application, thus more surface modifications are necessary. 
 
4.1.3 Application of QDs in Sensor Technology 
As indicated within the previous sections, QDs find, specially, application in nanomedicine as a 
biosensor, but application in optoelectronics is still the best interest. QDs as a nanosensor are 
especially used for optical detection principally because of their favorable optical properties. Besides 
detection of cyano genetic substance either in water or in living organisms, QDs also are used for 
detection of bacterium, viruses, and polymer strands, whereas in each case the chance of 
functionalizing the surface of QDs with miscellaneous biomolecules additionally plays a vital role. 
In those applications, sometimes mixture QDs with bio-conjugates, i.e. associated in nursing 
connected biomolecule, for example macromolecule or protein, are most well-liked. (Honeychurch, 
2014). Additionally stresses that little QDs, sometimes of 2-4 nm in diameter, are wont to conjugate 
with the preceding biomolecules, as a result of that method the biomolecules do not seem to be 
influenced by the marker and maintain their natural operate in chemical processes inside the 
organisms. Drbohlavova et al. (2009) explains that once a tissue with those QDs is illuminated, 
straightforward detection of movement and condition of biomolecules may balloted. Moreover, if 
QDs of various sizes are used, the simultaneous distinction of various organelles, i.e. cell subunits, is 
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feasible on the premise of various emitted color. Therefore, QDs also are extensively investigated 
and used as a tool for cell labeling and biological imaging. 
 
As so much as biosensors are involved, (Drbohlavova et al., 2009) emphasize the three sorts of 
biosensors that are of our best interest: immunoassays, polymer and macromolecule sensors, and 
sugar sensors. ―Extremely well-organized QDs collection might signify the visual (ultimately 
electro-chemical) electrical device of shrunken biosensor, which may use for in vitro-recognition of 
generation analytic by means of observance the amendment of QDs visible light characteristics‖ 
(Drbohlavova et al., 2009). In biological application, thus, both optical and chemical science 
detection can be utilized. The already mentioned optical properties of QDs, like photo stability and 
slim emission spectra, modify each period of time watching and co-occurring detection of assorted 
analytic, since the overlap of emitted color is minimum. These blessings, as highlighted by (FOJTÍK, 
2014), place QDs as a potential substitution of organic dyes, that do not exhibit such properties. 
 
The application of QDs in immunoassays utilizes the conjugation of QDs with a selected protein, 
which can be perspective as a selective and sensitive detection. In some cases, the co-occurring 
detection was achieved likewise, for instance Madigan, Martinko, and Parker (2017) mentions co-
occurring detection of microorganism Escherichia coli and enteric, and  Fojtik (FOJTÍK, 2014) 
reports detection of carcinoma marker, poisonous substance of contagion, and poisonous substance 
of tetanus at a similar time. 
 
Many of optical properties of QDs, like broad absorption spectra and slim emission spectra that is 
additionally tunable, makes them ideal as donors within the FRET system. FOJTÍK (FOJTÍK, 2014) 
confirms that the utilization of a QD as a donor leads to amplifying the signal, therefore lowering the 
detection limit. As an example, Bhushan (2017b) mentions the applying wherever a donor-acceptor 
number of the FRET system is created from QDs and a quencher, severally. A quencher, as an 
example, could be a dye-labelled macromolecule that suppresses QD emission. Upon binding the 
target analyte to the macromolecule, the QD emission is recovered, by way of explained in Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5: Regaining of QD radiation upon objective tie 
 
Bhushan (2017b) evaluates this method as a sensitive detection tool with high property and also 
conveys the likelihood to use QDs of various color for co-occurring detection of assorted targets, like 
microorganism, viruses, or to be used for DNA analysis. To convey associate example of such 
employment, Honeychurch (2014) introduces QDs (donor) and gold nanoparticle (acceptor, 
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quencher) FRET combine for detection of staphylococcus aureus. Also, a similar FRET combine, 
functionalized with specific molecules, is rumored by Honeychurch (2014) to be used as an 
aldohexose bio probe that enabling live of aldohexose concentration on the premise of recovered 
QD’s light (Edwards & Caston-Pierre, 2013). 
 
4.1.4 Electrochemical Detection 
Fojtik (2014) describes this technique for polymer pairing observance, wherever the chemistry 
dissolving analysis is applied. The associate degree lists consists of 2 steps: an accumulation of 
target (e.g. QDs with associate degree connected DNA) and voltammetry measure of dissolved metal 
ions on the conductor. Fojtik (2014) stresses the property of Cd ions to be simply dissolved, thus the 
CdS QDs markers amplify the dissolving signal and lower the detection limit. 
 
4.1.5 Other QDs Nanosensors 
Besides application of QDs to nanobiosensors, there is an excellent deal of analysis that investigates 
the chance of QDs to be used as temperature and pressure sensors, and as a fire detector sensor. Reda 
(2008) explores nonaggressive and temperature sensors supported QDs and their analysis show that 
in each cases the detection limit was ablated. 
 
As for fireside detectors supported QDs, De Iacovo et al. (2017) conducted analysis wherever he 
used mixture QDs photoconductors for fireside detection. His findings prove that QDs with their 
responsivity change the detection of tiny flames even from a distance. Those applications are still 
underneath development, though, that only supports the very fact that scientists from everywhere the 
globe are seeking for novel employment of nanostructures and their implementation into lifestyle, 
though there are still several challenges to face. 
 
5. The future of Nanosensors  
All over this study, numerous benefits that differentiate nanotechnology allowed sensors from the 
traditional sensors have been declared, anyhow, an immediate list of them will be delivered here. 
The authors mostly considered three most attractive geographies that improve sensor enactment: 
sensitivity, discrimination, multiplexing. 
 
The first one stanches from the single property strange to nanostructures which is a high surface-to-
volume ratio. This property organized with its ornamental effect on the reactivity of given material 
has been designated in this review article. Upon augmented reactivity, the detection limit of 
transducer can be shifted to the detection of a single molecule, as it has been reported in some 
research mentioned in this study. Such nanosensors will offer much more profound finding than the 
current sensors. 
 
Nonetheless, there is no uncertainty that the chief task is the cost and low reproducibility of the 
nanomaterial’s combination. The costly price stems from the lack of industrial services, as well as 
from the lack of highly particular workforce that would enable manufacture of nanomaterial on a 
mass-scale at a reasonable price and within a short time. Even though, there have been some 
commercially fruitful nanotechnology-enabled sensors. As stated above, the path from laboratory 
research to a commercially obtainable product is still in the early stage. Yet, with advanced 
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researches and with overcoming above-mentioned challenges, there is no doubt that nanosensors will 
play a vital role in quite a lot of market areas. 
 
6. Conclusion 
The main motivation of this review article was to explore and analyze accessible articles and 
references concerning nanostructures and their application as a sensing device, especially, about the 
detection of biological and chemical analytes. This review article, can be, roughly, divided into three 
parts. The first part, deals with the introduction to two fields of technology: nanotechnology and 
sensor technology, where the elementary definition, ideologies, and limitations are described. 
 
After that, the focus was retained on two specific nanostructures, a nanowire and a quantum dot, and 
covered the topics of manufacture and special properties of the given nanostructure. Finally, the 
specific application of a nanowire and of a quantum dot as a tool for sensor enhancement was 
clarified, respectively. In spite of the undersized history of this technology, the development made in 
this area is extraordinary and nanosensors find application in numerous manufacturing. Those 
chances, as well as trials were argued in the final part of this study. Generally, this review is 
providing the target reader within the theoretical outline of both nanostructures and nanosensors, 
which can help as an preliminary review for anyone concerned in this modern technology. 
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